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ENERGY EDUCATION IN ME SCHOOLS

INTRODUCTION

Nine years after the 1973 oil embargo and the outpouring of educational
materials and strategies that were developed in response to the energy
crisis, the Project for an Energy-Enriched Curriculum of the National
Science Teachers Association assessed the extent and content of energy
education in the classroom. Seven thousand randomly selected teachers arid
principals were surveyed at the end of the 1981-82 school year--one
thousand each of elementary teachers, secondary science, social studies,
math and home economics teachers and elementary and secondary prin-
cipals. Copies of the two surveys, one for principals, the other for teachers,
can be found in the Appendix. About twenty percent of each sample
returned the survey.

Responses were tallied in many different categories. In this summary
of results, teachers' responses are most often reported according to whether
or not they teach energy and according to grade level. Principals' responses
are most often reported according to the amount of emphasis placed on
energy education by their school district and according to grade level. Many
other variables such as geographic region, community type and school
enrollment were analyzed. They caused no significant differences in the
results of the survey except where noted.

Since the overall response was about 20% (ranging from a low of 15%
for social studies teachers to a high of 28% for secondary principals), the
possibility of nonresponse bias must be taken into account. Teachers and
principals who are interested in energy education could have been more
likely to return the survey than those who are not interested. In that case,
the quantitative data on actual classroom practice might show greater
penetration of energy education than has occurred in fact. However, the
number of surveys returned by those who do not teach energy (elementary,
36%, secondary, 41%) strengthen the conclusion that these data reflect the
real situation. Furthermore, data on motivations, needs and areas of
possible improvement common to all groups would not be affected by such
bias if it were present.



To use this observed sample data to represent the 'total population of
teachers and principals (at a 90% confidence level), some allowance also
must be made .for sampling error or variation. The range of .the margin of
error depends on two factors. -the size of the responding subgroup and the
response percent. For example, about 900 secondary teachers responded to
the survey. Depending on the portion of that group that made a \specific
response to a question, the statistical margin of error is ± 2-3%.

The survey questions were roughly grouped into five categories: t e
extent of energy education, its methodology and content, school, district \
and state administrative policies and their, impact, attitudes, and incentives \
and barriers. We discuss the responses from teachers and principals under \
these headings in the following sections.

Energy education seems to have made remarkable progress in the past
ten years. We hope this survey will contribute to its continued growth in the
future.

SUMMARY

Energy education in the classroom is widespread and substantial. Well over
half of the survey respondants teach energy. A median average oi eight
instructional hours is spent on energy, and it is generally infused into
existing courses. Conservation, conventional, and renewable resources and
their production, and energy-environment interactions are the topics pre-
sented by the majority of teachers. The most popular school-wide activities
related to energy are science and/or energy fairs, field trips and, at the
secondary level, career days. Forty-three percent of elementary teachers
and 60% secondary teachers report that student knowledge and awareness
of energy issues is poor.

Teac. :rs create more than 60% of the supplementary materials they
use to .teach energy. This seems to be the product of several factors. One
factor is the dissatisfaction with the treatment of energy in textbooks.
Although almost half of those who teach energy use textbooks to do so,
about 65% of all teachers find textbook coverage inadequate.

Another factor is a perceived lack of support. Nearly 60% of all
respondants report little/no district emphasis on energy concepts/issues in
curriculum policy or guides. About 70% of elementary teacheri and 80% of
secondary teachers perceive no emphasis 1,rorn their principals.

. It appears that those who teach energy do so primarily because they
think it is important. Seventy percent of those who teach energy report
personal conviction as a major incentive. The role of materials, although of
major importance, received much less emphasis from this group.

Those who do not teach energy do not do so in part because it is not
required. The major barriers to energy education for these teachers are the
lack of course requirements on energy and that energy is perceived not to be
as important as dther items in the curriculum. The availability of good free
and inexpensive materials would be a major incentive to 54% of this group.
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Despite the perception of those who do not teach energy that energy is
a relatively unimportant topic, more than 90% of all groups agree_ that
topics like basic energy knowledge, energy problems and the future of
energy should be part of every school's curriculum. These findings match
the results of the 1978 National Assessment of Educrmal Progress survey
of energy awareness among young adults.

The disparity between this overwhelming support and the implementa-
tion of energy education is marked throughout this assessment. The need
for a formal mandate is obvious and would, of course, dramatically change
energy education. However, implementation is procetding without such a

mandate. Principals' substantial support for energy education, reported in
the survey, is not perceived by the large majority of teachers. Such support
would be a major incenth e to those who do not teach energy. This
discrepancy between what principals report and what teachers perceive
pinpoints principals as a central group through which to broaden energy
education.

I. EXTENT OF ENERGY EDUCATION

The quantitative data on the penetration of energy education into the
classroom are very encouraging. Fifty-eight percent of elementary teachers
and 52% of secondary teachers present energy topics- in their classrooms.
As expected, a large proportion of secondary science, home economics and
social studies teachers teach energy (science, 68%, home economics, 64%
and social studies, 53%), while very few math teachers (18%) include energy
in their courses. Neither the teachers' years of Classroom experience nor
the grade level they teach makes a significant difference in whether or not
they teach energy.

Teachers spend an average* of eight instructional hours per year on
energy. Given the difficulty of introducing new topics into the curriculum,
this average is very encouraging because it seems to represent a significant
investment of instructional time. This average also reflects the amount of
control a teacher has over what is presented in his or her classroom. As
later data show, most teachers include energy in their teaching because they
think it is important, not because it is specified aS part of their curriculum.
The 8Lhour average is not well defined, however, because it Is not clear
whether teachers counted class periods as "hours" br if they counted actual
hours of instruction. Also the number of class hours varies enough that it is
not clear what portion of total class time is spent on energy.

In keeping with the organization of most elementary schools in self-
contained classrooms and most secondary schools in rotating classes, the
median number of pupils receiving energy instruction was 28 for elementary
teachers, 80 for secondary teachers.

*Eight hours is actually the median average which, given the spread of the
data, was thought to be the most useful characterization.

5
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II. METHODOLOGY AND CONTENT

Energy is generally taught within a course but not as a whole unit
within a course (elementary, 54%, secondary, 69%). This method cf
teachingoften called "infusion"--is reflected in the number of hours spent
on energy. There, is little presentation of energy as a separate course
(elementary, 11%, secondary, 2%). Of those who teach energy, 66% present
energy topics within a course, but not as a whole unit, 33% present energy
as a unit within a course, and 4% teach separate energy courses. (Obviously
some teachers use several approaches.)

Despite emphasis on the interdisciplinary nature of energy studies,
there is very little team teaching of energy (elementary, 14%, secondary,
9%). Its largest application is in secondary social studies and home
eConomics classes.

Teacher& and principals' recommendations of how energy should be
taught are fairly consistent with actual practice. Secondary principals
recommend most highly that energy be integrated into various subject areas
(62%). Elementary principals support almost equally infusion (46%) and a
combination of approachesinfusion and preSentation as a separate
course--depending on grade level (50%). Secondary teachers recommend
infusion most highly (58%); elementary teachers support a combination
approach (infusion and a separate course) most highly (56%).

The most popular energy-related school-wide actiNhties as reported by
principals are science and/or energy fairs (elementary and secondary, 34%),
field trips (elementary, 26%, secondary, 35%), and in secondary schools,
career days that include careers in energy fields (30%). The emphasis on
careers in high school seems appropriate. Ranked much lower were teacher
workshops (elementary, 13%, secondary,, 1.7%), student assemblies (elemen-
tary, 13%, secondary, 19%)* and National Energy Education Day (NEED,
elementary, 5%, secondary, 4%). Although NEED's rating was low, the
regional variation of responses did reflect NEED's strongholdi (8% in the ?ar
West, 7% in the Northeast and Southeast). There was a high "no response"
to this question (elementary, 35%, secondary, 23%) perhaps because budget
problems have made supplementary activities like these impossible for many
schools.

As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, the majority of teachers include four
main topics in their energy presentation: conservation; production and
assessment of conventional and renewable resources; and energy-environ-
ment interactions,
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Table 1: Topics Included in Energy Lessons

Teachers Principals

Elementary
\

Secondary Elementary secondary

Conservation 96% 89% 89% 94%

Production & Resources
Conventional 76 61 73 76

Renewable 70 60 80 83

Energy/Environment
Interactions 60 53 69 75

Economics 30 48 49 73

Scientific Concepts .

of Energy 29 34 48 63

Energy-Related Social
and Political Issues 24 25 37 52

Careers 21 20 63 71

Energy in History 17 19 32 35

Figure 1: Topic's Included in Energy Lessons

Conservation-

Conventional Resources/Production.

Renewable Resources/Production.

Energy/Environment Interactions. "Immilli.".11

Economics_

Scientific Concepts.

Social and Political Issues.

Careers.

Energy in History.

Elementary Teachers
Secondary Teachers

Elementary Principals
Secondary Principals

percent 2I

l
0 40 co so 100

Conservation has been both the main thrust of many energy materials
development projects and one of the most widespread results of the energy
'crisis. (For example, data from this survey show that most schools now have
energy conservation management plans; see page 9.) Also as schools' fuel
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costs have risen, funding has been diverted from instructional resources to
pay the price (see page 10). Thus it is no surprise that conservation receives
the greatest attention of.,the energy topics.

It is interesting to note that in secondary science, the teaching of the
scientific concepts of energy ranks high (69%), but is fifth behind conven-
tional resources and production (88%), conservation (83%), renewable
resources and production (79%) and energy/environment interaction (75%).
This is the heaviest emphasis on the scientific concepts of energy in any
subject area or at any grade level.

Figure 1 shows that, like teachers, principals rate conservation, energy
production and resources, and energy-environment interactions as the most
important topics. However, principals give significantly greater support"to
the topics than teachers do, perhaps because it is easier to give abstract
support to topics than to have to teach them. Finally, principals' interest in
careers especially at the elementary level, is not reflected in the classroom
performance of teachers.

Figure 2: Types of Materials Used to Teach Energy

Original Matenals

Films.

Busmess/Industry Materials

Textbooks

State Department of Education Materials

Federally-Sponsored Project Materials.
Elementary Teach---1ers
Secondary Teachers

perCent 20 40 60 80 loo

A major portion of the materials used to teach these topics are
produced by the teachers themselves. As shown in Figure 2, self-produced
supplementary materials are used by 61% of elementary teachers and 63%
of secondary teachers. Among elementary teachers, the use of self-
produced materials is matched by the use of textbooks; however, among
secondary teachers, textbooks are fourth after films and materials produced
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by business/Industry. Elementary teachers rank films close to texts and
rank business/Industry materials significantly lower. Most business/Industry
materials have been targeted for high school, which may account for the
difference between grade levels In their use. The frequency with which
teachers rely on their own materials reflects the level of personal commit-
ment that teachers bring to energy (see page 13 for supporting data) and
their dissatisfaction with existing materials, especially textbooks.

Teachers were asked to evaluate textbooks specifically because texts
are widely used, long lived and because they reflect the standard content of
curricula. Textbook coverage of energy was deemed inadequate by 65% of
elementary teachers and 64% of secondary teachers; even among those who
do not teach energy, 66% rated textbook coverage Inadequate. A large
proportion of teachers had no opinion on textbooks or gave no response (29%
of those who do not teach energy, as might be expected; 19% of secondary
teachers and 18% of elementary teachers; but only 11% of those who ,do
teach energy), perhaps because they do not use or have not trkd to use texts
to teach energy topics. Textbook treatment of energy topics was labelled
satisfactory by 14% of elementary teachers and 16% of secondary teachers.
Among secondary teachers, satisfaction was greatest in science (24%)
followed by social studies and home economics (16%) and math (7%). Given
the reported level of dissatitfaction, the need for supplementary materials
becomes clear.

III. ADMINISTRATIVE POLICIES AND THEIR IMPACT

Policies and practices that influence energy education already exist, as
reported by principals in Table 2 below.

Table 2: Policies and Practices Supporting Energy Education
that Currently Exist

ELEMENTARY

SECONDARY

Stron r_).plgy)asison Ener

Energy Conservation Management Plan 67%
Curriculum RecommerMations 46
Conservation Incentives 30
Educational Objectives 20
Energy Education Committee 14

Curriculum Requirements 11

No Response 6

Energy Conservation Management Plan 64%
Curr iculum Recommendations 53
Educational Objectives 26
Conservation Incentives 20
Curr iculum Requirements 19
Energy Education Committee 13

No Response 5

1 IP
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ELEMENTARY

SECONDARY

Districts With Little Emphasis on Energy.

No Response 38%
Energy Conservation Management Plan 37
Conservation Incentives 21
Educational Objectives 15
Curriculum Recommendations 13
Energy Education Committee 4
Curriculum Requirements 1

Energy Conservatiod Management Plan 47%
Curriculum Recommendations 30
No Response 22
Conservation Incentives 14
Educational 01*.ctives 12
Energy Education Committee 4
Curriculum Requirements 2

A wide discrepancy hetween curriculum recommendations and curric-
ulum requirements is evident. Energy education seems to receive plenty of
lip service .without the kind of active, day-to-day support that assures its
implementation. This discrepancy is borne out in later data, which show
overwhelming support for energy education in schools (more than 90%)
undercut by two major barriers: 4that energy is not required in the
curriculum and that it is not perceived to be as important as other items in
the curriculum.

Apparently, energy conservation management plans are more wide-
spread than energy education programs. Even in school districts that do not
emphasize energy, 37% of elementary schools and 47% -.if secondary schools
have such plans in place.

An outline of the effectiveness of the energy consettrition management
plans, theit impact on energy instruction in the classroom and the effect of
energy costs on resources for tiducational programs emerged from the
survey responses.

When questioned about the effect of the cost ot energy on the
availability of resources for .educational programs, about half of the
prinals of suburban elementary schools and urban high schools reported
sighWcant impact. In districts with strong emphasis on energy, 42% of
elementary and 46% of secondary principals reported significant impact. In
districts with little emphasis on energy, 4796 of elementary and 50% of
secondary principals reported only minor impaCt. It appears that districts
that have been hit hardest by rising energy dests have responded most
vigorously by developing energy management and educatiot, programs.

As Table 3 shows, principals and teachers who teach energy generally
give a Mgher rating to the effectiveness of a school's energy management
plan in conserving energy than teachers who do not teach energy,
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Table 3: Opinion of the Effectiveness of Your School's Energy Management Plan

Teachers

Don't
Not Know

Effective Effective Results

Don't Know
If SChool
Has Plan No Plan

Those Who Teach Energy 26% 21% 22% 17% 12%

Those Who Do Not 22 . 21 18 28 k. 11

Principals in Districts With
Strong Emphasis on Energy 0

Elementary 71% it% 14% 10%

Secondary 65 9 ' 14 . .13

Principals in Districts With
Little Emphasis on Energy ,

Elementary 24% 11% 21% 43%
Secondary 33 12 19 36

Principals seem 'generally well informed about their ,tchoolt' enere manage-
ment plans and rate the effectiveness of the plans higher than teachers do.
Among teachers .it is interesting to note that rtiore .of ttiose who teach
energy do not know the impact of their school's energy management plan
than those who do not teach:energy. It cannot be reported, hoWever, that ,
those who do not teach energy are generally more well-informed than those.
who 'do: 28% of those who do not teach energy do not know if their school
has a plan; only 17% of those who do teach energy do not know if their
school has a plan.

The effect of a' school's energy management, plan on classroom energy
instruction appears to be minimal, Fifty-four percent of all teachers report
that their school's plan has provided no ideas or materials that 'ha,ve been
used in lessons about energy'. Principals.in districts with little.ernphasis on.,
energy concur with teachers: 49% report no ideas or materials for lessons
provided by, their school's energy management plan. It is ironic that so little
crossover is achieved from these plans because energy conservation is the
most frequently taught energy topic (see page 7). However, principals in
districts with sti-ong emphasis on energy perceive a much greater impact of
school energy management plans on lessons about energy. Sixty-one percent
of elementary r1 56% of secondary principals report that their school's
plan provided idea's or materials for classroom energy' lessons. This
perception runscounter to teaChers' perception of the crossover effect, and
is evidence of a break in communication that shows uP at several different
points in this survey.

IV. ATTITUDES

In 1978 the National AsseSsment of Educational, progress (NAEP)
released the results of -a national assessment of energy awareness among
young adults, ages 26-35. One of the survey items was: "Topics like basic
energy knowledge, energy problems; the figure of energy, etc., should

'



definitely be an important part of every school's curriculum." Of the
respondents, 95% agreed--61% strongly, 34% moderately.

Five years later, principals and teachers in the NSTA survey responded
to a similar item: "Topics like basic energy knowledge, energy problems,
the future of energy, etc. should definitely be part of every school's
curriculum." The results were consistent with those of the NAEP. In strong
and moderate agreement were 96% of those who teach energy and 93% of
those who do not teach energy. (See Figure 3.)

The vast majot ity of principals also agree that energy topics should be
part of every school's curriculum (elementary, 89%, seconda:y, 93%).,
Curiuusly, among, elementary principals, 93% of those in school districfsc,)
with little emphasis on energy are in strong and, moderate agreement; only
87% of those in districts with strong etnphasis on energy are in strong and
moderate agreement. Secondary principals are more predictable: 95% of
those in districts with strong emphasis agree strongly and moderately; 93%
of those in districts with little emphasis agree strongly and moderately.

Figure 3: Energy Topics Should be Part of Every School's Curriculum

Elementary Teachers .

Secondary Teachers .

Those who teach energy..Al
ippThose who do not teach energy Afi

1

Elementary Principals

Secondary Principals .

NAEP ( .. should definitely be
an Important part ) .1111.111[77.1

percent 210 40 slo 80 100
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14,

Principals were also asked to estimate the level of agreement of
teachers and school boards on including energy topics in the curriculum.
The majority of principals thought their teachers would only moderately
agree (elementary, 71%, secondary, 75%). Estimation of total agreement
(strong and moderate) was also lower than actual (elementary, 85%,
secondary, 91%). Regardless of the degree of school district emphasis on
energy, the majority of principals thought their school boards would only
moderately agree (in districts with strong emphasis, elementary, 55%,
secondary, 59%; in districts with little emphasis, elementary 66%, second-
ary, 71%). In school districts with little emphasis on energy, principals'
estimation of moderate disagreement and strong agreement were very close
(strong agreement, 12% for elementary and secondary,' moderate disagree-
ment, elementary, 11%, secondary,,g96).

Teachers were asked to assess students' knowledge and awareness of
energy issues. Of those who teach energy, 50% said student knowl-
edge/awareness was poor; 42% said satisfactory. Of those who do not teach
energy, 67% said student knowledge/awareness was poor; only 20% said it
was ,.satisfactory. Elementary teachers seem to feel somewhat more
satisfied with their students than secondary teachers (elementary: 48%
satisfactory, 43% poor; secondary: 30% satisfactory, 60% poor).

Principals were asked to rate the importance to students of six energy
issues. The results are shown in Figure 4. All six issues were rated highly
important by significantly more than half the respondents.

The gap between the rating "of high importance" and the next lower
rating, "of moderate importance," is quite large, ranging from 15 to 60
percentage points. In school districts with strong emphasis on energy, the
rank order is similar and the support for the "of high importance" rating is
even greater. The emphasis on the effect of energy issues on future
lifestyles parallels the classroom emphasis on conservation.

13



Figure 4: How Important Is It That Students
Have an Understanding of the Following Issues?

Future job choices will be affected

Future lifestyles will be affected

National security is affected .

Energy issues involve trade-offs

Scientific concepts affect
energy choices/decisions

Environment is affected
by the energy situation

NEM
MEI
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V. INCENTIVES AND BARRIERS

Teachers report that many factors provide varying degrees of incentive
for their energy education efforts. Their responses are summarized in Table
4 below.

Table 4: Ithpact of Various Factors on the Amount of Time Devoted to Energy

MA30

Those Who Teach Energy

p. Personal conviction 70%

Good free/inexpensive materials 38

Increased student interest 36

Better text treatment 30

MINOR Increased student interest 34

Better text treatment 31

Inclusion in course requirements 26

LITTLE/NO Increased encouragement from:'
district administration 48

school administration 47

school board/community 44

Help from other teachers 38

Help froth professional organizations 34

Workshops on teaching strategies 32

Those Who Do Not Teach Ener

MA1OR Inclusion in course requirements 58%

Good free/inexpensive materials 54

Better text treatment 47

Increased student interest 41

Increased encouragement from school administration 40

Workshops on teaching strategies 39

Personal conviction 38

Increased encouragement from:
school board/community 38

district administration 35

MINOR Help from other teachers 38

Help from professional organizations 34

From the data it appears that those who teach energy do so primarily
because they think it is important. No other incentive is rated as.highly as
personal conviction. The role of materials, although of major importance,
received much less emphasis from thes respondents, possibly_ because they
are not dependent on outside materials. As previous data showed, more than
60% of those who teach energy generate their own material. The role of
student interest is not clearly defined by the data, perhaps because it is a
factor not usually considered in curriculum development. Later data show

15



that although higher student Interest would encourage those who do not
teach energy, its lack Is not a major barrier to energy education.

those who do not teach energy do not do so, in part, because it is not
required. These respondents emphaSize the importance of course require-
ments: 58% said course requirements would be a major incen:ive and 57%
report as a major barrier that energy is not specified in their curricular
responsibili ties.

The importance of materials was reflected by both groups. Good free
or inexpensive materials was the second most important incentive, although
its importance for those who do not teach energy was much greater than for
those who do. Improved textbook treatment did not appear clearly as a
major incentive.

It appears that the attitude of a school's principal could influence about
half of those who do not teach energy. Principals seem-to be aware of that
influence as reflected in their perception of their role in providing incen-
tives for energy education (see belcw). Support from the school district
administration, the school board or the community is also important to those
who do not teach energy. Those who do teach energy feel strongly that
administrative support gives little or no incentive to their energy education
eff or ts.

The reported impact of professional organizations seems consistent
with the number of teachers wh,) are members of those organizations. The
apparent disinterest in getting help from other teachers is consistent with
the low leVel of team teaching reported.

All principals rated four factors as the top major incentives for energy
education. Regardless of the amount of district emphasis on energy,
personal conviction was the first major incentive, with 80-86% of the
principals concurring. The remaining incentives of the top four were
increased student interest, increased endounagement from the principals
themselves, and better materials (either better quality materials or greater
availability of good free and inexpensive materials).

Encouragement from school district administration is a major incentive
to more than half of all elementary principals and 48% of secbndary
principals in districts that give little support to enet-gcr education. In
districts that strongly support energy education, secondary prinCipals rank
encouragement from district administration as important as the availability
of good free and- inexpensive materials (i.e., as one of the top four major
incentives). This ranking seems to credit the attitude of the school district
administration with the greater curricular emphasis on energy in these
districts.

Help from other teachers is ranked as a minor incentive by about half
of all principals except elementary principals in districts with strong
emphasis on energy. These principals rank help from other teachers as a
major incentive. This ranking supports the data on team teaching which is
most frequent at the elementary level.

Barriers reported by those who do not teach energy were clearly
defined as shown in Figure 5.

16



Figure 5: Impact of Various Factors on Teacher& Decisions
Not to Include Energy in Their Curriculum

Not specified in my
MAJOR cumcular responsibilities

MINOR

Not as important as other
items in the curriculum:rill

Too controversial

Lack of student enthusiasm.

Lack of encouragement
from local community.

Lack of encouragement
from building administration.

Lack of encouragement
from district administration

Don't feel personally qualified).

percent 20 40 60 so 100

No items were reported as minor barriers. There was more agreement
on the factors that were not perceived as barriers than on the major
barriers. Again, curriculum crowding and curricular requirements are the
main underlying problems. The incentives data supports this conclusion as
does the wide support for infusing energy rather than presenting a separate
course.

Although student interest was ranked as a major incentive, lack of
student" interest is definitely not an impediment. This ranking probably
reflects the traditional approach to curriculum planning which does not
consider the students' interest.

The perception that energy is not as important as other items in the
curriculum is reported in shat:p contrast to the overwhelming support for
energy's inclusion in every school's curriculum. Ninety-three percent of
those who do not teach energy agree that it should be part of the
curriculum; yet one-third of this same group does not consider energy a
priority topic.

Principals recognize that the lack of requirpment or specification in
teachers' curricular responsibilities is a barrier to energy education. Prin-
cipals also seem to believe that teachers do not teach energy because they
do not feel qualified. About half of all principals report these two factors
.plus lack of teacher enthusiasm to be major barriers.
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The barrier posed by lack of requirement in the curriculum is perceived
by both teachers and principals. However, the question of teachers'
qualifications and enthusiasm are reported very differently by the two
groups. Many teachers do not perceive their per,sonal qualifications to be a
major barrier; all principals rank it as one of the most influential major
barriers. Those who do not teach energy report an increase in personal
commitment to be one of the least influential major incentives; principals in
districts with little emphasis on energy .report lack of teacher enthusiasm as
a major barrier. Even in districts with strong emphasis on energy, tecondary
principals are almost evenly divided on the role of teacher enthusiasm.
Forty-six percent report it to be A major barrier; 44% report it to be a
minor barrier.

These contrasting reports, combined with principals' low estimate of
teacher support for energy education in general (pages 12-13), show again a
lack of information exchange between principals and teachers.

Teachers perceive little support for energy education from their
principals. Seventy-four percent of those who teach energy and 89% of
those who do not, perceive little or no emphasis on energy 'from their
building administrator. The bulk of the remaining teachers perceive
moderate emphasis from their principals. These data, in conjunction with
the importance of personal conviction and the strong support for energy
education in general, seem to corroborate the assertion that teachers who
want to teach energy do. Seen in conjunction with the response of 40% of
those who do not teach energy, that encouragement from their school
administrator would be a major incentive, the data seem to pinpoint
principals as a primary group through which to broaden energy education.

Teacher& and principals' perceptions of the degree to which their school
district emphasizes energy concepts/issues in curriculum policy and curric-
ulum guides were, as Table 5 shows, more congruent.

Table 5: Extent of School District Emphasis on Energy Concepts/Issues
in Curriculum Policy and Curriculum Guides

Little/No Moderate StrIc2Lig Don't Know

Teachers
Those who teach energy
Those who do not teach energy

59%
58

23% 3% 12%
13 1 26

Principals (total)
40 38 12 6.Elementary

Secondary 50 33 8 6

Principals (strong district emphasis)
Elementary 76 74
Secondary 81 19

Principals (little district emphasis)
. Elementary 87 13

Secondary 89 11
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Principals and teachers generally agree that little or no support for
energy education is shown by most districts. Principals seem to perceive
somewhat more support than teachers--their moderate and strong percent-
ages are higher and the "don't know" response is much lower--perhaps
because they are closer to the district administration than teachers are.

Principals' awareness of written policies supporting energy education in
their school district and their state was assessed (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Written Policy Supporting Energy Education

School District Elementary

Secondary

State Elementary_

=MM.'Secondary

=.-
percent

Yes

No
Don't know

20 40 60 80 100

Principals are well informed about district policies and much less informed
about state policies. Principals in districts with strong emphasis on energy
clearly know if their districts have a policy on energy education (the "don't
know" response was about 10%), but are not familiar with state policy:
about 44% answered "don't know" to the state policy question. Principals in
districts with little emphasis followed the same pattern: about 72% of this
group did not know what their state's policy on energy education is.

Administrative policies supporting energy education seem to exist in
less than one-third of the states, according to principals. Yet about one half
of the teachers are presenting energy concepts and issue5 in their class-
rooms. Energy education appears to be strong at the eassroots level, both
in support and implementation.
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CONCLUSION

Energy education seems to have made significant Impact on public
schools in just a few years. About half of elementary teachers and
secondary science, social studies, home economics and math teachers are
presenting energy topics .in their classes. Energy is generally infused into
existlog courses and is studied for an average of eight hours--much more
than a passing reference or an isolated one-day overview. Conservation,
conventional and renewable resources and their production, and the inter-
action between energy and the environment are the topics most often
covered. Teachers generally produce their own supplementary materials to
teach these topics.

The disparity between support for energy education and its implemen-
tation is marked throughout this assessment. There is almost 100%
agreement from the respondents that energy should be part of every school's
curriculum, An understanding of some of the ramifications of our energy
situation--that it affects job choices, life-styles, national security, etc.--is
given heavy support by principals. Those who teach energy appear to do so
because they themselves think it is important, not because it is mandated.
But the need for a formal mandate is clear. That energy is not specified in
a teachlr's curricular responsibilities is the biggest barrier to implementa-
tion. It is not clear if Me accompanying attitude--that energy is not as
important as other items in the curriculumis a result of the lack of
requirement or a cause of that lack. Obviously if energy were a required
part of the curriculum, it would be much more widely implemented.

In addition to the cumbersome process of adding energy to states'
curriculum requirements, the disparity between support for energy educa-
tion and its implementation could be addressed through principals. The
difference between their perceptions and those of teachers, and the
reported effect of administrative support on those who do not teach energy,
pinpoint principals as important facilitators of energy education in indi-
vidual schools.

To individuals and organizations who have been trying to infuse energy
concepts and issues into school curricula, the survey results are clear. The
schools offer a fertile field ready for cultivation. Education about the
energy situation is recognized as important and student knowledge is seen as
deficient. What teachers ask for as inducement to undertake this high
priority task are definite curricular requirements, more (and better) free
and/or inexpensive materials and encouragement from their principals.
Principals believe that they do support energy education; they must be
encouraged to effectively communicate their support to teachers.

It is hoped that the results of this survey will help energy education
maintain the impressive momentum it shows. While these results are part of
a report to the U.S. Department of Energy which contributed 'importantly to
the growth of this momentum, little help can be expected from that source
in the future. Teachers themselves will, no doubt, continue to be the mest
important resource. Administrators, professional organizations and the
private sector must more effectively implement their support- "put their
money where their mouth is"--to help teachers do this still important
educational task.
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SURVEY OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF ENERGY EDUCATION (Prinzi PCs)

This Survey of the CUrrin: Status of Energy Education is being conducted by tha National Science Teachers Associa-

tion. Although many energy education projects have been In xistence since the early or mid-1970's and much
material has been distributed, this survey will be the first attemPt to gather national data on the nature and

extent of tho use of that material. This project will also help those responsible for nergy ducation programs--
curriculum planners, ducation specialists in industry and eovernment, etc.anticipate the attitudes and needs of

:eachers and principals as related to nergy education.

ThIS survey is being sent to randomly selected samples of elementary and secondary school principels. Its purposes

are: I) tomeasure the extent to which teachers now_teach about energy environment/economIcs concepts and issues;

2) to determine the priority of energy education in teachers' end administrators' educational philosophies; and

3) to find out what actions, administrative support, materials, etc., would Increase the nuAber of teachers who

deal with energy-related issues In their classroois.

Response to the survey is entirely voluntary. It Will take you onitatiout ten minutes to co!plete. To 441 useful,

however, the results must be received by FrIday,May, 28. Please complete ehe questionnaire whether or not energy
education topics are currently being Included In the curriculum of your school. Negative replies are as important

as positive ones. Names and addresscs are not required on the questionnaire; your response will be completely

anonymous. ne results of the survey will be reported In the NSTA newsletter Energy A Eduoation In late 1982,

and a copy of the report issue will be sent to you if you request it (see instructions at the end of the question-

naire). Reports will also be forwarded to all the appropriate newsletters and journels.

Tha National Science Teachers Association and the cooperating organizations listed here (Amerioan Nome Economics.

Association, American Petroleum Inot(tute, Edison Eleotrio Institute, Ediwation Commission of the States, Joint

Counoil on Ebonomio Eduaation, National Assooiation of Elementary Sohool Prinoipals, National Assooiation of
Ssoondary Sohool Principals, National Council for the Social Studies and the National Counoil of Testohers of

Mithematios) thenk you for your attention to this request.

POLICIES AND PRACTFCES RELATED TO ENERGY EDUCAMN_

I. Indicete below which of the following ener -

related_poilcies/prectices currentitex st in

your school? (Cheok Atl that applj.)

10Energy conservation management plan
'0Conservation incentives
10 Energy education committee
10 Curriculum rerodmendations
10 Curriculum re.iments
'0 Educationalwri tten for

different grade levels
10Citner (please speoify: 1

2. Which of the following energy-related activities,
occurred In your school during this school iNuigl.

(Check ALL that apply.)

'ClScience and/or energy fairs
'0Workshops for teachers
'0 National Energy Education Day program
'0 Energy-related assemblies
'0Energy-related field trips
'C Career days (including energy careers)
'0 Other (pleaoe specif)j: 1

3. Wes your school district have a written policy

supporting energy-liKairont

'0Yes 2DNo '0 Don't know

4. Does your state have a written policy supporting

energy .dawrir.7

.c)11. 'CiDon't know

5. in your opinion, I. your school's energy
management plan effective In conserving energy?

10 Effective
50 Moceffective
'C)Schäol has plan but no personal knowledge

of results
'0 School has no plan

6. Nes your school's orgy management plen pro-
vided ideas, materials, etc., which have been

used In lessons about energy?

'ClYes
'0 No

'0 School has no plan

7. To what degree does your school district emphasize
energy concepts/issues in curriciatierWricy and

curriculum mild's?

IC)Strong emphesis 'Olittle/no emphasis
'OiSoderate emphesis 40 Don't knew

PIEFISPIECTIVE ON kNERGY ,EDUQATION

Using the codes provided, Indicate below a) pl_sr level of agreement and b) your ssssss ment of the level of

agreement of the other groups listed with thiTillowing statement: Evicts like baeio energy knowledge,

energy problems, the fkture of enargi1: sto., should definitely be a part of every sohool's ourrioulum.

I-- Strong agreement 2-- Moderate agreement

Your level of agreement
Your assessment of others'

level of agreement:
Teachers In your school
School board/community
Students

3-- Moderate disagreement 4-- Strong disagreeeent

so so so 40

so 10 30 40
10
10

20
10

30
40

40
40

2. In your opinion, how important is it that students have an understending of the following issues? (Chat*

one column for each issue.)
Degree of importance'

little
High Moderate or No

lo so so
Future job choices will be affected by the en'ergy situation

Future lifestyles and economic well-being will be affected

by the energy situation
National security is affected by the energy situation

Energy Issues involve social, political and economic tradeoffs

Scientific concepts affect energy choices and decisions

The environment Is affected by the energy situation

10
10
10
10
10

20
30
So
30

20

S0
So
So
30
30

3- How would you recommend that energy
education topics be included In the curriculum? (Chsok ONE only.)

'CiTaught as a separate course
'OCombination of the two previobs approaches

'Llintegrated into various subject areas
depending on grade level of pupils
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PERSPECTIVES (Continued)

4, Which of the following types of eneroy education
tCheok all that apply.)

10EnerOY conservation
'ClEconomics of energy
'ClEnergy/environment interaction
'Cluneweble energy- -production

and resources (solar, wind,

bio, etc.)
'OConventional energy --production and

resources :coal, oil, gas, nuclear)

topics do you feel should be Included In the curriculum?

100ther energy-related social and
political issues

10Scientifle concepts of nergy
10 Energy In history
'0 Energy clreers
ICJOther (please pecify:

FACTORS ENCOURAGING/DISCOURAGING THE TEACHING OF ENERGY EDUCATION

In your opinion, what impact would the following factors have on the decisions of teachers In your school

toincreasetheamountoftimedevoted to energy education in the future? (Please oheok one column fbr

each fbctor.) Degree of impact

Little
Malor Minor or No

'0 2U 3U
10 30 30
10 30 30

In
'0 30 30
10 30 30
to to 30
to 30
10 30
10 30 30

)Increased E ncouragement from district dministration

Increased encouragement from school administration
Availability of good free or Inexpensive materials
Inclusion of Increased or better quality energy education materials

commercial texts
Increased encouragement from school board/community
Increased interest on the part of students

*Examples end assistance from other teachers
Assistance from local/national professional associations
Workshops on teaching strategies to help with preparation
Inclusion of topic In course material required for teachers'

discIpline/grade level
*Increase in teachers' personal convictions that energy education

should have a high priority

30
30

10 30 30

10 30 30

2. Indicate below the degree to which each of the factors listed is an okstatle

time spent on energy education topics in your school. (neck one corag-1537each
to increasing

fbotor.)

MEIEL

10
la
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Minor

the amount of

Little
or NoPotential Obstacles

Not specified in teachers' curricular responsibilities
Teachers don't feel personally qualified....
Lack of student enthusiasm
Lack of encouragement from district administration
Lack of encouragement from building administration f
Lack of encouragement from local community
Too controversial
Not as important as other items in the curriculum
Lack of teacher enthusiasm
Other folease specifY:

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. in what state is your school located?

2. What is the enrollment of your school?

pupils

3. What Is the enrollment of your school district?

'0 Less than 2,500 4010,000-24M,
202,500-4,999 20 25,000 or more

20 5,000-9,999

4. How many teachers are employed in your school?

teachers

5. What Is the grade span of your school? (Cirole

grade span.)

PR K I 2 3 .4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

6. Mow would you describe the school district In
which you ars currently employed?

10Urban
30 Suburban

30 Snell l town
40 Rural

7. Has the cost of energy adversely affected the
resources avaliable for ducational programs
in your school?

iciysi, significant ImPact

2C)Yes, but minor impact
'0 No

1
* If you would like a oopy of the report umarizing
the results of this survey sent to you, provide your
nowt and address on the enclosed Zabel and raturri

it pith your oompleted questionnaire. Thank you fbr

your assistance with this important tudy.

Please mall the completee Questionnaire In the enclosed nvelope to:

NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS AiSOCIATION

1742 Connecticut Avenue, NW, WashinVon, D.C. 20009
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SURVEY OF THE CURRENT STATUS OF ENERGY EDUCATION (teachers)

This j. 'n.
,f 0m,mitt. F/4:cf.,,n es being conducted by

the National Science Teachers Associa-

tion Although runy energy education projects have
been in existence since the early or mid-1970's and much

material has been distributed, this survey
will be the first attempt to gather national data on the nature and

extent of the use of that material
This project will also help those responsible for energy education programs--

curriculum planners, education specialists
in industry and government. etc,--anticipate

teacher attitudes ard needs

related to energy education.

This survey is being sent to randomly selected samples of teachers.
Its purposes are: I) tomeasure the extent to

which teachers now teach about energy
environment/economics Concepts and issues; 2) fo determine the priority of

energy education in teachers'
educational philosophies; and 3) to find out what actions, administrative support,

materials, etc., would increase the number of teachers who deal with energy-related issues In their classrooms.

Response to the Survey is entirely voluntary It will take you %Only about ten minutes to complete. To be useful,

however, the results must be received by friday,May20. Please complete the questionnaire whether or not you have

included energy education topics in your 1981-82 curriculum Ne ative re lies are as in orii7-7-sTarrive ones.

Names and addresses are not required on
the questionnaire; your response will be comp ete y anonymous. The re-

:Lilts of the survey will be reported in the NSTA newsletter Energy 6 Education in late I982 and a copy of the re-

port issue will be sent to you if you request it (see instructions at the end of the questionnaire). Reports will

also be forwarded to all the appropriate newsletters and journals.

The National Science Teachers ASsociation and the cooperating organizations
listed here (American Home Economics

Association, Am,rin Petroleum Institute, Edison Electric Institute, Education
Commission of the States, Join:

:ouncit on Eon,mic :jucation, National
Aeeociation of Elementary School Nincipals, National Association of

Seconda* Soho>1 Princ:,-als, National Council
for the Social Studiea, and the National Council ofTaachers of

Skthemasice thank you 'for your attention to this request.

CURRENT PRACTICES IN YOUR CLASSROOM

I. Are energy education topics part of the curriculum In your classroom for School year 1981-82?

it.m N. L. low Ica. listing of pasaible topics;
TRUDE schooArtzle assembly programs.)

if3Yes 20 No (If NO, please slap to Mem 011)

II YES le Mem 1, please complefe Memo 2-7 AND THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM:

2. In what ways were the energy education
topics included in your curriculum? (Check al/

that

IC1Separate course ICIUnit within a course 3CPWithin a course but not s whole unit

3. Was the material taught in cooperation with someone from another discipline?

IL)Yes 'Lino

4. Approxinately how many class hours did/will you spend on energy education topics this

school Year? hours

5. Approximately how many total pupils were enrolled in classes in which you taught/will

teach energy education tc747375 this year? pupils

6. Please indicate below the types Ofenergy education topics youincluded/will include in your

curriculum for school year I9111-132? (Check all that apply')

'0 Energy conservation
IClEconomics of energy

q".3 Energy/environment interaction

10 Renewable energy--production
and resources (solar, wind,

bio, etc.)
1E3Conventional energy--production

and resources (cool, oil, Sas,
nuclear'

'ClOther energy-related social and

political Issues
ill Scientific concepts of energy

so Energy In history
ICI Energy careers

I0 Other (please specify:

7. Please provide Information below on the types of materials you have used in teaching

energy education topics.

a. Check each of the types of materials

yOU have used.

10 Commercially-produced textbooks

1C1Filims

Supplementary materials produced bY:

'LJ Yourself

'0 Other school district staff

'0 State department of education

'C Federally sponsored project

'0 Business/industry
ILI Other lpleaae aprcib:

b. OPTIONAL: List the titles and
sources of the two materials you

you use most frequently.

Title:

Source:

Title:

Source:

OVER 310-6'.

If NO to Mem 01, pleas. complete lho following IleM AND THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS FORM:

8. Please indicate the influence the following
factors had on your decision not to include

energy education topics in your curriculum for 1981-82 by checking

Not specified In my curricular responsibilities

Don't feel personally qualified

one box for each factor.

Degree of influence

raja
:0
10

Little

Minor or No

:0
:0

30
30

Lack of encouragement from district administration
10 30 20

Lack of encouragement from building administration
to :0 30

Lack of encouragement from local community
so :0 30

Too controversial
10 30 10

Not as important as Other items in the curriculum
10 30 30

Lack of student enthusiasm
10 20 30

Other fpleaae specih:
10 30 30 OVER sr,.
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FACTORS ENCOURAGING THE TEACHING OF ENERGY EDUCATION...r. 11IMIMIPPARIACCS,

Regardless of whether energy education topics are part of the curriculum in your classroom for
school year 191-152,what Impact would (ordldi the following factors haveonyour decisiontoinclude/
Increase MS amount of time devoted to energy education in the future? (Please check vie colwnn
for sonh factor.) Illgfee of Impact.

. Little
Mt'or

increased encouragement from school administration
L.4-...
'0

Minor or ft.-..,-
'0 IC)

Increased encouragement from W1TFTct administration '0 10 '0
Availability of good free or inexpensive materials '0 20 '0
Inclusion of increased and/or better quality tlnergy education
materials in commercial texts..... 10 20 30

Increased encouravntnt from school board/community 10 '0 '0
Increased interest on the part of students tq 10 la

* Examples and assistance from other teachers '0 20 30
Assistance from local/national professional associations 10 20 '0

*Workshops on teaching strategies to help wIth preparation 10 20 '0
Inclusion of topic in course material requred for my

discipline/grade level '0 20 '0
Increase in pervanal conviction that energy education

should have a high priority '0 20 '0

BACKGROUND INFURMATION

I. In what state is your school located?'

2. What is the enrollment of your school?

pupils

3. What us the enroliment of your school
di,ntrict?

'Otess than 2500 '010,000-24,999
202,500-4,999 '025,001' or more
'0 5.0001.999

4. How would you describe the school district
in which you are currently employed?

'Eltirban 'CISmall town
'CiSuburban 'ORural

5. Check below all the grades that you are
teaching this school year.

"CI Prekindergarten "0 Sixth"L Kindergarten riSeventf.
$%.:First 40E1ghth
"C;Second "LI Ninth
6." a Trd ' 10 Tenth
"Ofourth "EF(leventh
"Li Fifth "ElTweifth

6., How many year -. have you been teaching?

(Include the 1261-82 school year.)

years

7. What Is your opinion of the level of
ooverage of energy educatim topics in the
commercial textbooks you are now using?

10Excellent 'Olnedequate
'CISatisfactory 4C1No (43W-on

Indicate below your level of greement with
the following statement: Topics like basie
energy knowledge, energy problems, the fUture
of energy, etc.. should definitely be a part
of every school's curriculum.

'ClStrong agreement It:moderate disagreement
'Elmoderate agreement 'CIStrong disagreement

9. How would you assess your students' general
level of awareness/knowledge of energy-related
topics?

'0 Excellent '0 Poor
30 Satisfactory 40 No opinion

R.

10. How would you recommend that energy education
n. topics be included In the curriculum? (Check

ONE only.)

'OTaught as a separate course
'0 Integrated into various subject areas
'OCombination of the two approaches above

depending on grade level of pupils

POLICIES AND PRACTICES, RELATED TO ENERGY EDUCATION

1. In your o inlon, is your school's energy
management p an effective In conserving energy?

'CiEffective
'ClHot effective
'0 School has plan but no personal knowledge

df results
'CISchool has no plan
10Don't know whether school has a Plan

2. Has your school's energy management plan pro-
vided Ideas, materials, etc., which have been
used In lessons about energy?

itlYes
113 mc,

'%.:Stnool has plan but no knowledge of use
In curriculum

'CISchool has no plan

'0 Don't know whether school has a plan

3. To what degree does your school district
emphasize energy concepts/Issues in curri-
culum policy and curriculum guides?

'0 Strong emphasis 'CILictle/no emphasis
208oderate emphasis 4C1Don't know

4. To what degree does Your princlpal/assIstant
principal emphasize the need to includk energy
concepts/issues in the curriculum?

10Strong emphasis 'CILittle/no emphasis
201Noderate emphasis

1 * If'you would like a oopy of the report 1urm4ri5in2
I the results of this survey sent to you, provide your
1 name ami address an the enclosed Zabel and return
1 it with your completed questionnaire. Thank you for
I your assistance with this ("portant study.

Please mall the completed questionnaire In the nclosed envelop. to:

NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION

1742 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 20009
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